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Question Number : 35 Question Id : 2310982585
Which of the following is NOT a computer virus?
Answer: Deleted

Question Number : 101 Question Id : 2310982651
Which of the following pairs is NOT matched correctly?
Answer: Deleted

Question Number : 130 Question Id : 2310982680
What is the significance of graphic representation?
Answer:
They make comparison of variables easy
It shows fluctuations

Question Number : 139 Question Id : 2310982689
Identify the correct sections based on the following diagram.

Mixture of blue and yellow colours gives green.
Answer: Deleted
Question Number : 142 Question Id : 2310982692

Simplify 6.5 x 0.025/.0014 x 0.18

Answer: Deleted

Question Number : 146 Question Id : 2310982696

Select the option that is related to the third word in the same way as the second word is related to the first word.
Food : Menu :: Library : ?

Answer: Deleted